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BOOK NOTES
A number of recent works of interest to plane collectors and students of
rhykenology have appeared in the interval since our last issue. We
would like to review them individually and note their streng-t and weaknesses but space does not really allow us the luxury. Suffice it to say
that all are interesting and useful and belong on the shelves of anyone
with a deep interest in the woodworker's plane. It is a pleasure to note
that every author in the list is a member of the Society.
How to Make Wooden Planes by David G. Perch, 47pp, issued by Lee
Valley Tools Ltd. 2680 Queensview Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.-$3.00
Clear instructions and illustration for the amateur planemaker. If
you've never wanted to make a plane this guide is likely to inspire you.
Wooden Planes at the Farmers Museum by David L. Parke, Jr. 24p-o,
issued by The Farmers' Museum, Cooperstown, N.Y. 13326- $2.60.
A catalog with commentary ( and four illustrations) of the extensive
plane collections of the New York State Historical Association and the
Farmers' Museum. The work is a model for tool collection catalogs and
the first of its kind we know of.
Directory of Baltimore Plane and Edge Tool Makers 1796 to 1900 by
Richard C. Hay, 49pp, issued by the author, available from The Fromer's
Antiques, Box 224, 3 Strawberry Alley, New Market, MD 21774 - $9.75
An essay on plane and edge tool makers of -Baltimore Md. and vicinity with
a list of makers including dates, labels and other information where
known. A basic resource for the tool collector with an interest in the
area.
The American Cabinetmaker's Plow Plane, Its Design and Improvement
1700 - 1900 by John A. Moody, VII, 248pp, issued by The Tool Box, 8219
Old Petersburg Road, Evansville, Indiana 47711 $34.50.
A comprehensive treatment of the plow and related combination planes with
a wealth of information and a profusion of illustrations including seventeen in gorgeous color. Includes much Patent Office material and a section on the profiles of wooden plow fences that represents a valuable
contribution to the identification of unmarked specimens.
Patented Transitional & Metallic Planes in America 1827-1927 by
Roger K. Smith, 336 pp issued by the author, 1444 North Main Street,
Lancaster, Mass., 01523 $58.00.
The definitive book on transitional and metallic planes in the U.S.,
PT & M2Skis a must for anyone, student or collector, with an interest in
any phase of its subject. It contains a vast amount of new information
and is richly and extensively illustrated. We are especially proud of
this work because Roger Smith conducts "The Imp", Plane Talk's department
on transitional and metal planes.
Metallic Bench Planes, Bailey Wringer Machine Co., Sole Agents 1876
8 page folder, catalog reprint issued by Kendall H. Bassett, 1805 58th
Street, N.E., Tacoma, Wash. 98422 - 50 plus SASE
The L. Bailey line of Stanley planes is familiar to all. This catalog
represents a Bailey venture on his own, the early tharketing of the
Defiance brand.
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No. 166 North Third Street, below Vine, Philadelphia.
Where he has constantly on hand a large and general assortment of PLANES,
of every description, which he warrants to be for quality and
workmanship, equal to any in the United States.
NIT City and Country Orders. promptly attended to, and executed on the most !
liberal terms.

Found by Carl Bopp in an 1855
Philadelphia City Directory
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NOTES & QUERIES
In the Chronicle of the EAIA, Sept. 1975, Tom
Stevens tells us, "E.W. ARNOLD, whose shop was
located between G.W. Denison & Co., and John
Denison on Winthrop ( Route 80 in Saybrook, CT
area) is listed for some twenty years as a
planemaker (1850-70). I doubt if he made complete planes but he did supply the Denisons
and others with plane irons." Can anyone out
there provide us with more information about
this "planemaker" who did not make planes?
The service tree and its wood is called in
French cornier. The wood is often used in
French planemaking., One of the labels given
in WPINCA under Firm Names Without Addresses
is CORMIER/GARANTI VERITABLE. It seems possible that a plane was reported by the name of
its material rather than that of its maker
when the list was being assembled.
A note in the March (1981) issue of the M-WTCA
Gristmill tells of the search by Virgil Priester
M-WTCA and EAIA member, for Mississippi planes
for the Mississippi Agriculture and Forestry
Museum being built at Jackson, MS. Mr. Priester
has already located a plane by Cavanach & Miller
of Natchez but is still seeking examples by
John B. Quegles of Natchez and J.A. Peale of
Vicksburg. CAVANACH & MILLER/NATCHEZ is a label
not recorded in WPINCA. We are not sure about
the final "c" in Cavanach. It may be a transcription error; the form Cavanagh is the familiar one.
Dick Starr reports the label PROVIDENCE in a
single large stamp with a zb border. He suggests this may be the Providence Tool Co. Can
anyone affirm this? Or is the mark a part of
an incomplete stamping for some other maker?
Dick also recorded a grooving plane probably
of maple incised DEMAN who may have been an
owner but who marked what has every appearance
of a professionally made product.
From Dave Truesdale comes this interesting note
"I purchased a pair of toothing planes at the
July (81) Bittner Auction. One has a couple
of interesting points. It appears to be either
professionally made or very well made by a
craftsman. It contains one name stamp J.S.
PROSTON on the toe end and upside down.
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The first letter"0"is correct. The second point
of interest is very clearly stamped iron. Neither Roberts nor Goodman list the William Oakes
iron.
It is listed in B-ARS 111-2-16 (names of iron
makers) but not in 111-3-4,5,6 & 7 which shows
lettering methods, etc. If J.S. PROSTON is a
planemaker, I could not find his (her) name in
any list either."
Jack Bittner described five planes listed for
his Oct. 1981 auction as being marked by ownermakers:
J.WAIT - round
M.BAILEY - Spar Rounder
T.TUTTES - Smoother, steel bottom
W.WALEER - smoother
A.H.TARR - Nosing plane
He also offered a plane marked A.SAMPTON/PORTLAND. This is the stamp of Abel Sampson working
in Portland, Me.
This maker is not
recorded in WPINCA.
B.P. II lists a Sheffield maker named SMITH
AND SONS. Eric Gannicott owns a sash fillister
with this name but the address, LONDON. He
suggests that many Sheffield and Birmingham
makers had London establishments. This seems
to be of a pattern with American experience.
Toolmakers from many states maintained offices
in New York City and often used it as their
address.
A hollow marked SMITH, embossed italic lettering
has been collected by R.C.HOWE. This is the
first instance of this style of lettering in an
embossed stamp that we have ever heard about.

Have we noted WILH. ZIMMERMAN/CHEMNITZ or W.B.
in a heart surmounting the numerals 26 as remarked in the second catalog of Jennifer Hughes
and June Murdock several years back?
Another of the lignum vitae "boxers" was D.HEISS
of Lancaster, Penna. Bill Eviston has collected a plane with a lignum vitae insert by this
early maker, about whom there is a Chronicle
article by Alan Bates, (Chronical Sept 1978)
A variant label D LOVEJOY & SON/LOWELL, MASS
is found on a cast iron skew rabbet plane
offered in Jack Bittner's May 1981 auction.
George Monk writes: "I spent a few hours in the
Xenia, O. library a couple of days ago looking
up information on E.FILLMORE who Roberts lists
as a Xenia maker and H & W T CARET/NIA listed
in Plane Talk, 1-4-14. I was unable to find
any mention of any Fillmores living in the county
using such records as census, death, marriage,
burial, etc. for the period 1800-c1900; but a
Mrs. Fillmore, widow, is shown as living in the
city at the turn of the century. In fact, census records for 1840, 50 and 60 show only one
E. Fillmore living in Ohio, and he was in a
different county. Perhaps he will turn up with
further searching, though he may have been a
short-term, transient resident or possibly a
member of the fairly sizwable black population
in the county whose inclusion in official records was considered unimportant.
"I had a bit more luck with H & W.T. CAREY;
a W.T. Carey is listed in Edmonson's Xenia City
Directory for 1875-76, the earliest the library
has. He is listed as a dealer in agricultural
implements, Champion mowers and reapers. A Mrs.
H. Carey (widow) is also listed in that directory. I could find no further mention of a W.
T. Carey in the city directories after 1876. A
cemetery record lists an H.T.Carey, 11/8/1845-6
to 6/28/71, perhaps he was the other member of
the firm. The Carey family came to Xenia and
Greene County in the 1830's-40's from Ireland
and is fairly frequently mentioned in city records. More should turn up. I believe, from
this information, the W & W.T.CAREY/XEBIA were
dealers instead of makers, whose firm cleeed
shortly after 1876."
M LONG/READING is one of the WPINCA listings under partial addresses. Bud Brown has found
among census records in the Berks County (PA)
Historical Society an entry in 1850 for MATTHEW
LONG, PLAINLAKER. Reading is the largest city
in Berks County and there is a strong likelihood
that another plane labeler has been pinned down
as to time and place.
A catalog received from E.D.Paling includes a
smooth plane with an iron marked JUSTE JUDICATO/
J & R DODGE/SHEFFIELD. J & R Doge are included
In the list of plane iron makers in BP II but
without mention of the mottow. Maker of the
smooth plane was J.JANSEN.
What may be a label state of Edward James Birch
that is not recorded in BP II was reported in
the Chronicle of the EAIA Dec. 1969 by Ernest
Rhuda. It is E.J.BIRCH/LONDON/ENGLAND. The
word England is given as part of Birch's address
in the Chronicle note but we are not sure whether
this is an editorial addition or an indication
that the plane was made for export.
Dick Howe tells us that ABA : FISK is actually
ABM : FISK.
Gus Stahl mentioning the notation of 3.0.?HEBRICX
by Dale Carnenter (V-2-5)and points out the number of letters in common with C 0 HENDRICX asking if the Hebbick reading might have come from
a plane with a damaged stamp. However, he notes
that in the same issue Bud Steere's list is
quoted (1-2-10)as containing J.HERRICX.
A set of 8 tropical hardwood moulding planes
by GONZALEZ BEACH/BUENOS AIRES was offered in
the May 1981 sale of Jack Bittner.
J.AUIENMACH appears on a moulder of fairly early
appearance awned by Bill Eviston. The mark is
embossed in a straight sided border on a plane
of 9 1
/
4".
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A TRIPLE IRON SASH PLANE
by
David G. Perch
This plane was brought to my attnntion by Peter Gaby (proprietor of Churchill Antiques of
Ottawa) when I was examining some Canadian moulding planes he had recently picked up at the
tool show in Toronto.
The plane, made by L.CASE of Watertown, New York, is made of beech, with three boxwood strips
set into the sole. Two of the three irons (the foremost is missing along with its wedge) are
made by DWIGHTS FRENCH & CO. The body of the plane is in two halves (which allows for minor
adjustment in Width) and held in place by three large wood screws with three large brass
washers. The handle, which is also missing, was most likely open, as on a jack plane. Looking at the plane from the side, the rear portion is in razee form with a convex shoulder
rather than the more traditional concave shoulder.
The front blade is held in place by a wedge which only grips the body on the left hand side.
The reason for this is that the boZy is in two longitudinal pieces.
The drawings give a much dlearer picture of this rather unusual plane.
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From George Monk comes a tracing
of the wedge and sketch of the fore
end of a plane made by W.EVENS
(Evans?) of Pittsburgh, PA. Directories
show a planemaker named Walter Evans
at work in Pittsburgh in 1815.

NOTES & QUERIES
From Ery Schaffer comes a long list of possible
planemakers names found in the maker slot on
planes in his collection.
Double bladed OG
J.F.RANSOME
18th C Plow
OSBORN
M.CATHOR,(Hamburg) Horn plane
D.McKENTLY
11
/
2' Nosing
OG
I SHAFER
Horn
BAUHOLZFABRIK
Coachmakers 54" block
0.MOUNTNEY
3-arm plow
McKENZIE
Handled smooth - cherry
F.HOYER
Razee 22"
S.HUBBELL
Double pistol coachman's
T. DATES
router
1 3/8" rabbet
W.EVENS, PIT
HAYWOOD, CARTLEDGE
Try plane 22"
& HONORS
Large 3" wide panel raising
0.H.VICRY
Wagonmaker shooting plane
S.H.K.
& frame
W.SHUFFLEBOTHAM Handled post plane (?)
Toothing (applewood)
J.M.ANDEREGG
Round moulding
W.SQUIRE
E.HARNAPP,Dresden
Horn toothing
Handled tongue plane (18 C?)
H.BROCKWAY
Dado (18th C?)
W.IDE
Pair T & G
I.CLARK
23" Fore plane (18th C) w/
P.ENIGHT
James Cam blade
Gutter
I.R.S.
I.LOWE
2/8
LOURIE
Square ovolo
An open-handled match plane with the boxed initial mark EB and without other marks is owned
by Bob Graham. The plane is of birch with a
relieved wedge and flat chamfers. The tote
is pegged.
Imp Editor Smith has been busy at his legwork.
He has reports for us on several interesting
sightings:
The mark JO-WILBUR/IN/NEWPORT (doubtless Newport, Rhode Island) owned Claude Staude.
A sighting of S.BRIGGS with early N.E. charaeteristics.
A sighting of CHARLES + DUPES mentioned in a
recent PLANE TALK EXTRA. The wedge is similar
to that in a plane by Hawes of Wrentham which
supports the assignment of DuPee to the Wrentham
Mass. area.
A handled plank tongue plane maked S.BRIGGS
(see above) is in the collection of Bob Graham.
It is of birch with turn of the century (17901810) characteristics and a round topped iron
marked A MASON JR. C.:mpare E. Briggs, of Keene,
N.H., whose family originated in eastern Massachusetts.
A new member who has perhaps joined the wrong
society tells us: the largest wooden plane ever
manufactured was 219 feet long: It was made by
the Hughes Tool Co. and was called the "Spruce
Goose." Souce - the Guiness Book of World
Records 1981.
John Muir, the great naturalist, kept journals
of his botanizing trips. On one of them in
1867 he walked a thousand miles from Jeffersonville, Indiana to Cedar Keys, Florida. Several
times he traded a little work for a meal or
shelter. In Cedar Keys he worked for a man who
owned a sawmill. His account of one of the jobs
he did there is repeated in his book, A Thousand
Mile Walk to the Gulf, orginally published in
1916. It describes an interesting use of a
plane. "At the sawmill a new cover had been put
on the main driving pulley, which, made of rough
plank, had to be turned off and smoothed. Fixing a rest and making a tool out of an old file,
I directed the engineer to start the engine and
run slow. After turning down the pulley and
getting it true, I put a keen edge on a common
carpenter's plane (and) quickly finished the
job." Dressing a pulley, as it turns on its
shaft, with a hand held plane seems to us a bit
of a tour de force.
The label MADE FOR R & W C BIDDLE & CO/PHILADA
in a semi-circular stamping has been reported
by Dave Truesdale.
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An interesting sidelight on possible relationships among the early planemakers of Eastern
Mass, is supplied by a plow made by JOHN NICHOLSON owned by Dick DeAvila. A typical "Yankee"
plough with thumbscrew secured stems (the stems
are let into gains in the top surface of the
fence) and a relieved wedge finial, the plane
bears Nicholson's stamp off-center on the right
hand edge (facing) of the toe. Parallel with
it is the stamp of B-MAN. We don't yet know
who B.Man was but there is a reasonable possibility that he was a relative by marriage of
John Nicholson for Dick tells us, Nicholson's
father, Francis, left par of his estate to his
"dearly beloved daughter", Methabel Man.
We offer a speculation for consideration by
those who are investigating the practices of
the early makers. B. Man may, of course be no
more than an unrelated owner of the Nicholson
Plough whose name by coincidence matches that
of a Nicholson relative. However, if he were
an actual relative then the placement of his
stamp is perhaps indicative of more than mere
ownership of the plane. Commonly the planemaker
pre-empted the center of the upper part of a
plane's toe end for his label. We must not forget that this was not always the case. Marks
were also struck crookedly, off-center, upside
down, on the lower toe and even on the heel of
an occasional plane. But the placement of John
Nicholson's stamp could mean that it was the
second stamp to be struck into the plane. B.Man's
=TNT - having been the first and not having
left enough room for Nicholson in the "slot".
Several times collectors have suggested that
second names or boxed initials appearing on toe
ends might be those of the actual makers, perhaps journeymen, in a master maker's shop. It
would not be difficult to believe that John
Nicholson employed a relative in this way. It
must be emphasized that what we are talking
about is the rankest speculation but it offers
a possibility that we hope future scholarship
will either disprove or establish. The existence
of other Nicholson planes with B-MAN of B-M might
support such a notion especially if found on
planes of the same type not likely to have been
part of B-MAN's private kit.
We are always on the lookout for mention of
planemakers but references to them are frustratingly few. Through the good offices of Etta
Falkner, Librarian at Old Sturbridge Village,
we recently were able to examine some pages of
The Complete Book of Trades published in London
in 1837. It didn't provide a great deal about
planemakers but it did offer a nine page "Table
of Trades, Professions and Callings" of London
in 1837. From it we were able to abstract one
item of information about planemakers. The
necessary capital to set up as a planemaker at
that time was between 501. and 200 is.
Little by little information accumulates.
From Bill Eviston "I'm writing to confirm my
earlier report of I.MORRISON, having found a
pair of handled match planes with the identical
mark. These reportedly came from Erie, PA. They
The stamp is upside
have an early appez:r:41,
down as was typical of earlier-stamped bench
planes".
A number of notes from David Truesdale add interest data:
.DILLWORTH BRANSON & CO/PHILADELPHIA
.A second example of a T.GOLDSMITH moulder
with block boxing apparently of lignum vitae.
.Another confirmation of SMITH COHU & CO/NEW
YORK on a foreplane.
.PHILADA WORKS on a side bead.
.Another sighting of BRUMLEY. The plane is
a 9 3/8" round. The mark is embossed and the
tops of the letters lean to the right.
.THAMES RIVER WORKS on the iron of a foreplane
made by Arrowmammet works. Dave has located
the Thames River Works in Norwich, CT based on
a stamping found on a mortise ax.
An Israel White plane body has been noted which
has a number 7 stamped into the wedge slot behind the wedge. The 7 is repeated on the wedge
and the iron, by R(?) HILDICK/LONDON,is marked
VII. Other marks on the plane include an eagle
and seven sunbursts(often noted on I White planes.
Three of the sunbursts are large, two medium a
and two small.

IS IT A PLANE?

Seen at an antique shag.
What wns it used for?

Copper lined
channel
cutter and track are about
the width and thickness of
a strip of boxing.

A vertically laminated moulding plane collected by Russ Scovill

Vit

/

4 filed notches

residual design from salvaged steel?
glue line

9 5/16 overall

glue line of lamination

3 dec
scribed lines,
also conceal
glue line.

Color,weight & smooth grain but alittle softer & larks the dark brown 4 straw colored specks f

1 in beech.

NOTES & QUERIES

At an auction sale held by Jack Bittner on
May 12, 1981 a most unusual item was offered.
This was a beech plow plane signed J.B.SMITH.
Jarvis Brown Smith, who probably struck the
mark, was the second son of planemaker, Aaron
Smith. He was born in 1801 and died in 1894.
Most of what we know about the Smiths was given
in an article in Anne and Don Wing'a Mechanick's
Workbench Catalog 48, October 1979. At the
time of the article no work marked by Jarvis
Smith had been recorded. In 1823 Jarvis Smith
is mentioned in a deed as a "journeyman plane
maker". It is probable that the plane sold
was made near this date.

From Laurent Tomb comes a request for information from anyone who has seen the imprint
sketched.

is.A

.:Ly.

or who may have information about M, CULLY (or
perhaps Cully). Lauzent found the mark on a
completely made boxwood plow plare which had,
nonetheless, distinctly "Klutzy" large nuts on
the screw arms. Superficially the plane seems
to belong to the style of about 1840 but no record of M Cully were found by the Historical
Society of Western Penna. in the period 1819
through 1854. While his work span may have been
too short to leave a trace, it is possible that
this maker was either earlier or later than the
Society's search. Bishop tells us that there
were planemakers in Pittsburgh about the turn
of the 19th C and perhaps Laurent has found one
of them who made unusually late appearing planes.
The plow has a James Cam iron. Cam began early
though his mark continued to be used for many
years, Please let us know if you have any information that will help in his search.

Eric Gannicott reports that ASHTON, one of WLG's
"Problem Children", appears on a cap iron he
has observed and a tiny stamp on a fillister
iron. The cap iron mark is ZB.
An auction list from Herb Kean mentions a New
Jersey plane by DANBERRY, a name not listed in
WPINCA. Can anyone fill us in on this labeler?
( See Robert Eastburn in the June '82
Chronicle by Emil and Martyl Pollack )
In an earlier issue we suggested that members
not already affiliated with the Mid-West Tool
Collectors Association might wish to be. We
now have a new address for you. Write to:
William R. Rigler, Sec.-Treas. M-WTCA
5551 Jackson Ave.
Orange Park, FL. 32073

Offered at Jack Bittner's May '81 auction sale
was a 5" wide fancy moulder in mint condition
accompanied by a letter from the maker DP
SANBORN/LITTLETON, N.H quoting prices of planes
including "Beanch" and "Four" planes.
At a recent Early Trades & Crafts Society meeting (L.I.,N.Y.) Bob Zarich showed us two interesting marks. One was a very narrow round with
PARKflat chamfers marked with an embossed
HURST in an indistinct border, perhaps straight,
perhaps with a tiny sawtooth.
The second plane was an ogee made by Chapin
Stevens but bearing the incised mark WESSELL,
NICKEL & GROSS/NEW YORK applied six times. We
are accustomed to thinking of multiple stampings as being owner-applied but this one is
ambiguous. Wessell, Nickel & Gross may have
been a hardware store with an over enthusiastic
stockroom boy or they may have been a woodworking firm who labelled tools belonging to
the house. Perhps there is another explanation
of their mark. Does anyone have any knowledge
of this firm?
At the Mercer Museum meet of EAIA Fred Bair
showed us a round alane recently acquired with
the unusual mark J.HARPEL.
A plane marker not previously encountered whom
we learned about at the Mercer Museum meeting
of EAIA was _HENDRIE. The initial preceding
the surname was probably "I" but might have been
'I," or even some other incompletely stamped
letter.
A note from P.D. says "For such a ground-breaking book, Charles Hummel's With Hammer In Hand
contains few statements that have required reassessment with the passage of time and the increase in tool knowledge. It occurs to me that
it is therefore probably important to inform
the unwary that in the matter of planes there
was a small slip, in both editions. This occurred in the assignment of a first name to
one of the important plane makers of N.Y.C.
(later Middletown, Comm.) No 84, a dado, is
dredited to Aaron and Elbridge Baldwin. The
Baldwins were half brothers, we are told by
KDR, and A. Baldwin's first name was Austin.
His brother, Elbridge G. Baldwin was, incidentally, named for Elbridge Gerry, an early governor of Massachusetts whose name became part
of the language in the term "gerrymander",
'
meaning to so divide election districts as to
give one party an advantage over others."
A 9 3/4" birch rabbet plane of 18th C characteristics marked G !eREA, perhaps the name of an
owner was offered in the May 1981 auction of
Jack Bittner. In the same auction was a 9 3/4"
beech hollow stamped J.P.ROOME.
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JAS. CRUIESHANK is stamped on a beech plow was
offered by Jack Bittner in his May '81 auction.
Ray Wisnieski lets us know about two interesting marks:
M GEORGE, embossed in a sawtooth rectangle
on a tongue plane
H BEST, incised on a 5/8" beading plane.
Ray comments that he may be an owner-maker.
This is not the first appearance of the surname.
The marks I.= BEST and JOHN BEST are noted in
1-4-14, 111-3-8, and 111-4-13.

.

B.CODDINGTON/LAFAYt/ID appears as Benjamin Coddington in Lafayette, Indiana directories from
1858 to 1886.
wooden
An 18th C style plow with slide arms and
thumb screw retainers and a wooden depth stop,
marked only with a large stamp of old aspect,
AW. was sold at the Jack Bittner auction in
May '81.
has been
An unrecorded GABRIEL mark, 0.31" long
noted by Ery Schaffer. The style is zb.
Jim Blower asks for information on:
.HIGLEY & HICKS/OHIO CITY, incised mark
.GRANBY & CHURCH, embossed sawtooth, the N in
Granby is backward
.TROW, incised mark, early 19th C appearance
From Richard Howe we have reports of two 18 C
style planes with unrecorded names. They are
IN' PASS and C. IENICYN. The I's for Js also
suggest probably 1800 dating.
George Monk reports the mark R.J.COLLINS in a
serrated border on a beech cove and bead with
fairly wide, flat chamfers. George feels the
plane may date to the period 1800 plus perhaps
ten or twenty years but probably earlier than
Robert J. Collins of Utica has been dated (1829)
While the plane may be a sport or the marker may
have been a different R.J.collins of Utica or a
plane from his personal kit. Collins of Utica
may have originally been a New Englander. He
was associated with Kennedy who originated in
Hartford and perhaps with Enos Robbins, another
Conn. man. (See Roberts, K.D. & J.W., N.Y. State
Planemakers....)
A plow of primitive European appearance marked
with the initials IFV and having chip carved
decoration was offered at Jack Bittner's sale
of May 1981. In the same sale was a plane
said to be from the Estey Organ Factory, marked J.HAST/NGS/BRATTLEBORO, VT.

HALVING

1

PLANES
John R. Williams

2
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FIG.2

Fig. 2 is an end drawing of what is probably a previously
unreported design for a halving plane. The plane is marked
Gardner and Murdock, Green Street Boston. WPIN;A lists their
dates as 1825-1845.
The most likely use was as a halving plane for shiplaping
3/4" boards, however, it could have been used to cut a 5/8" dado
3/8" deep, 3/8" from the edge of the board. The probability of
the second use must be rather remote.
Fig. l'is based on the same drawing used in both WPINCA.
(original source H. Chapin Union Tool Catalog 1853) and Sellens
(original source Greenfield Tool Co. Catalog 1872). While WPINCA
suggests that the halving plane was made for only 1" boards,
Sellens shows a S. & H. Hills plane apparently made for 3/4"
material (3/8" x 3/8" rabbit) and fig. 2 is similarly for a 3/8"
x
3/8" rabbit.
The fence on the Gardner and Murdock plane is not one piece
but attached to the body with screws. It appears to
be of original
construction and not a later modification. The chamfers
terminate
so that part of the fence is carved out as well as
the body.
Because of the fence and stop location, the plane in fig.
2
would tend to cut the rabbit larger than desired while
the plane
represented by fig. I would tend to cut the rabbit smaller
than
_desired if the planes were not used with care.
Obviously since relatively few halving Planes have survived
,
neither desgn was much superior to a rabbit with
a te:nporary
fence or a filletster for making a shiplap joint.
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NOTES & QUERIES
Still another over stamping has been noted by
Bill Eviston. A plane originally marked GEO
BURNHAM JR/AMHERST/MASS with the number 20 on
its heel has been re-marked A & E BALDWIN/W
YORK and numbered 23. Did the Baldwins buy
stock from Burnham to fill an order or did they
pick up his inventory when he went out of business? Perhaps there is another explanation. We
like to hear from anyone who has made a study of
the practice. What was the practice of makers'
who advertised that they repaired or altered
planes? Did they stamp the planes they repaired
with their own marks if the original was marked
by someone else.

.j.

'

J

On a 4. bead belonging to Ray Wisnieski is the
mark G.BLACKBURN in letters 3/32" high. Struck
below it is an owner (?) G.GROSS in similar
lettering.
Ray Wisnieski owns a 3/8" bead on which is struck
L.O.CANE in a sawtooth border.
At an ETC (Early Trades & Crafts of L.I., N.Y.)
meeting was seen a plane marked D.GEER and also
S.ROWELL.
Joe Dziadul has collected a moulder with 18th C
features, including a large round wedge finial,
that is marked JOHN DAVENPORT in the makers slot.
Catalog #282 issued by Ed Pitcher of Dallas, TEX
lists the following curiosities:
. 5/8" ovolo marked S MAYWOOD
. hollows and round marked GOUGH & BOWEN (gunsmiths 1840)
. 1
/
2" ovolo cove (suggested that the plane was
made by W LEWIS who cut a stock 18 C plane to
standard length before selling and remarked -??)
. 5/16" Bead marked J.POSNETT BURTON (catalog
says c 1830)
. 3/4" Grecian ogee marked HILL & COW
. 1
/
2" reed marked R.H.GRADY

Wedge from a plane marked
CH.
HEINIKE embossed in a straight
border with an iron marked P(?)
BISHOP - collection of the
Jacob Brothers.

Seth Says
A dealer at the May Syracuse Antiques Show had a number of bull-nosed
planes with very thin blades, more
scraper than regular irons. They
all had the French-Italian style
handle derived from the early Romans,
in the form of a hand grip. The
marks were in most cases indistinct,
probably burned in with an iron, but
by looking at several it was possible
to read BOGUZE/BREVETE S.G.D.G/....
RUE LEGENDRE in an oval. 'Brevete
S.G.D.G. means "patented, without
governmental guarantee". It seems
that when the French parliament was
first considering liability laws some
careful legislator wanted to be sure
that no liability was incurred by
the French Goverment on the patented
items. It was specified that S.G.D.G
should always be used. (Sans Garantie
du Government.)
I have checked the 1850 Census of
the Town of Starkey, Yates County,
N.Y., looking for information about
the four signers of the patent filed
from Dundee, N.Y. on July 4, 1854.
There was no record of M.B.Tidey,
whose name appears on the planes.
Myron D. Wheeler was a carpenter,
aged 38, as was Hershel W. Pierce,
aged 25, who had in his household his
wife Mary aged 23, and Levi and Eliza
Pierce aged 23 and 21. George W.
Rogers called himself a "plainmaker",
aged 30. His name does not appear in
WPINCA, and we have no previous record of him in PT.
A bench plane marked SMITH, COHU &
CO/NEW YORK has appeared at some local
antique shows in Central New York.
In Vol IV-2-14 of PT we listed a
SMITH,COHEN & CO/NEW YORK jointer,
probably a mis-read of mis-print. I
am trying to locate members of the
Cohu family.
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Bill Banner reports a smooth plane
marked C.CROSE (zb).
In V-1-5 we quoted a letter from Bill
Goodman in which he mentioned the
Shillinglaw family, Andrew, 17931812 and Mrs. A, 1813-14 as well as
Jno Shillinglaw, no dates given.Their address was 37 Cowgate, Edinburgh.
Recently in reading John G. Lockhart's
Life of Sir Walter Scott we came across
the following description of the fur -

nishing of Scott's estate at Abbotsford in 1823:
"Most of the articles from London
were only models for the use of two
or three neat-handed carpenters
whom he had discovered in the villages
near him. The great table in the
library, for example (a most complex and beautiful one), was done
entirely in the room where it now
stands, by Joseph Shillinglaw of
Darnick".
Perhaps some genealogist among our
members can trace the family connection between Joseph and the planemaking Shillinglaws.
Seen at a recent show in Syracuse,
N.Y.:An unmarked jointer with an iron
marked JOWETT'S BEST/ A.MONTY/
ROXTON POND, P.Q./CAST STEEL
A WHITTIER & SPEAR jointer, which
is listed in WPINCA under firms
without addresses. The iron is
marked* NEW HAVEN EDGED TOOL CO./
WARRANTED CAST STEEL, which may give
us a clue
A strange looking narrow plane with
a cross-bar near the front such as
was used in the old crown moulding
planes. This is still a fairly common European practice. The wood
appears to be rosewood. The double
iron is marked CARL SCHLIEFER/( a
device consisting of two eyes with
rays radiating abobe them)/REMSCHEID/
GERMANY/WOLFRAM ALLOY. Wolfram is
the German name for Tungsten. The
alloy was perfected in connection
with the development of the incandescent lamp. This points to a German maker who was exporting to the
U.S. in the 20th C.
A Kenewa
a Sargent
statement
a Sargent

Tool Co. block plane with
Iron, confirming the
in WPINCA that this is
brand.

Vern Ward's No. 23 has arrived.
PlanesI ndted that are not in WPINCA
or Goodman are:
23-18-2 G.AHRENS/HAMBURG - plow
-19-2 Korean jack plane with a
German SCHLIEPER iron
-19-3 Korean smooth plane, ditto
capiron marked SHING LEE.
-21-1 JORDAN No. 3
-21-2 UNION No 6C, iron marked
LAKESIDE '"
-21-3 BRATTLEBORO TOOL CO Steers Patent (Cf PT III & IV)

A small, probably user-made plane, perhaps by F.Thomas, collected by
Bob Zarich. The plane is of birch and has characteristics of early
New England manufacture.

Sketches of Some Dutch Pla
ne Labels
By
Bob Finch
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Len Borkowski.

Levi Tinkham - Mechanic in Wood
By R. T. De Avila
Mr. Levi Tinkham died Sept. 17, 1857 at Middleboro, Mass., age
91 years 9 months and 29 days.
His emigrant ancestor was Ephraim Tinkham of Plymouth whose eldest
child Ephraim 2nd came to Middleboro before 1680. Ephraim 2nd's eldest
child John (B.Aug 1680 - D. 1766) was Levi's grandfather.
John married Hannah Howland in 1716. Hannah died in 1792. She was
long blind but retained her mental powers. On mention of the Mayflower
she would say "I know about that".
Local sources say that Levi Tinkham passed a life of much regularity
and industry so far as compatible with his daily engagements as a mechanic
in wood and a farmer. He was a subscriber to Ree's Encyclipedia. Whatever he did as a mechanic, and people thought he could make anything, was
done ingeniously and well.
A Levi Tinkham appears in the History of Plymouth list of men raised
for six months service under Gen. Heath in and around Boston.in July 1778.
If this was the same Levi, he would have been approximately 121
4
/ years
old. He was discharged in Boston on Jan. 1, 1799 and re-enlisted in Col.
Sam Fierge's Regiment and served in Little Compton, R.I.
Levi's will dated June 1854 states in part: "I give and bequeath to my grandson Charles Carrol Tinkham all my
tools for cutting screws, also one half of my carpenters, joiners, and
wheelwrights tools.
"I give and bequeath to my grandson Josiah Foster Tinkham one half
of my carpenters, joiners and wheelwrights tools.
"In bequest of tools to the said Charles and Josiah it is my meaning to give them only the tools which I have in common use".
I have recently obtained four L.TINKHAM planes:
. a plow plane which is of 18th C design and similar in all respects
to an I NICHOLSON plow plane in my collection.
. a small moulding plane which has fluting front and rear.
. .two bench planes, one of which has an offset tote. 'The other has
the later central tote.
The moulding plane and bench planes were obtained from two different
Middleboro area sources. The bench planes were in a cache of 40 planes
including an N. Taber crown moulder, a W. Raymond plow, two A. Smiths and
numerous unstamped 18th C planes.
The moulder came with 50 planes which included an H. Wetherel/Norton
hollow and round pair and one unmarked 18th C plow.
I believe the Levi Tinkham who died in Middleboro was in all probability the maker of these planes. I plan further research into early
makers and perhaps will have more to report at a later date.
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Dan Semel

'ere ia another plene for the records:
Signed - D. geinselman it has lath ,
:entury
characteristics, ie
1on7 end is made of
birch with a cherry wedge and very heavy chemferins.
T!'o marks on th• iron. Hive y:,!.1 heard of this
maker ?
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the YANKEE PLOW revisited

Bob Graham

In Mechanick Exercises Joseph Moxon described plows constru
cted
in the English manner with
arms a friction-fit through the stock.
He went on to tell how wedges were fitted as a fix when the
arms became
too loose to stay in adjustment. Plows made in this fashion
which have
never had wedges added have been reported to Planetalk
imprinted with
the marks of William Madox of Westminister and Thomas
Napier
Philadelphia (by Alan Bates) and of Thomas Grant of New York ( by of
W.R.T. Smdth).
In Planetalk, Vol. III, No. 1, p. 7, it was pointed out that
the
arms and-17FFig- Uf plows made by Francis Nicholson (d.
1753, Wrentham,
Mass.) and other New England Planemakers of the eighteenth century
were
rigidly constructed using hcuseing joints and rivits. This
construction
does not allow for the alternate tapping of the arms which is require
d
in plows made with a friction-fit, and therefore necessitated
a sliding
fit through the stock and a maker-provided locking
device.
The Planetalk article suggested that an example of a plow
made by
Francis Nicholson had originally been made with wedges and had
been later
fitted with thumbscrews. As found, the plow was fitted with
thumbscrews,
but the slots for wedges remained, as well as scorelines
which matched
other layout lines used by the maker in construction of the
plane.
There is also physical evidence of considerable use when, at
one time,the plane was fitted with wedges: the upper surface of the foresto
ck has been
heavily abused by striking to aelust the cutting iron and wedge,
but that
area can no longer be struck as the forward thumbscrew is tapped
into it.
It is also interesting to note that the ends of the arms
are not at all
battered as they usually are in unferuled plows with wedges.
At the time the Planetalk article was written, no plows by the
earliest known New England makers had been reported with other
than provision
for thumbscrew locking, although auite a number of belt-ns'pender examples
had been noted. Recently, two examples with wedres-onlv have
been found.
One is a plow owned by Bud Steere marked IxNICHOLSON, and
the other is
a sash fillister awned by Richard DeAvila marked FxNICHOLSON/LI
VINGxIN/
WRENTHAM--the latter is illustrated in the September, 1981 issue of
Antiaue Revival. Information provided to Planetalk states that the rigid
TFFE;Tirm construction is used, and wedges were therefore originally
fitted by the maker.
Three planes are illustrated here: at the top, the wedged fillist
er
owned by DeAvila; in the center, the plow owned by the writer
with both
wedge-slots and thumbscrews; at the bottom, a thumbscrew plow
vaned by
DeAvila. The center plow has no adjustable depth stop, and the narrow
stock and bed width limit the maximum width of the iron
to 1/11". It is,
therefore, a plow to cut a groove of only one width and depth-as was
described by Moxon. The bottom plow, which may be somewha
t later, will
take an iron up to about 1/2" in width and has an adlusta
ble depth stop,
making it quite as universal as any nineteenth century
plow.
The auestion of which locking system was first used
in Mew England
is not answered. Both methods were in use c.1750
in the Wrentham area-at a time when friction-fit plows were being made
elsewhere. The beltn-s'penders plow discussed here might be taken as
evidence that wedges
were in fact the earlier method. By c.18^0 thumbsc
rews had annarentiv
won out as the nrefered method of construction
through
out New England-a design which from the standpoints of
construction cost, ease and du4 ckness of setting, and durability, was never improve
d upon by a wooden plane.
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THE YANKEE PLOW REVISTED

FELT(EfAikt1
CONSTRUCTION

ROG 81

S PARTRIDGE.
K;.?/IENDot\T
EIT_A FT I
Dave Weinbaum has acquired what may be an unusually significant plow. Those interested in the planes of 18th Century, southeastern New England are aware of the
reported label, E. TAFT/IN MENDON. The names of several E. Tafts in 18th Century
Mendon, Mass have been learned, but no information has been found to permit us to
say positively that one of these is our labeler. David's find is hQth an unrecorded
labeling and also a clue which may help us to identify Taft. On the plow,.of early
characteristics', is a three-deck label reading S. PARTRIDGE/IN MENDON/E. TAFT.
The elements were embossed with three separate stamps of similar workmanship, all
of which are straight sided. Two of these are apparently the same stamps used to
strike E.TAFT/IN MENDON into other planes. The assumption is that at some period
Partridge and Taft were associates. Identification of S. Partridge may lead us to
E. Taft and a new chapter in New England plane making.
The plow is equipped with a slide stem fence retained by thumbscrews. The stems
are mortised into the fence in the "Yankee Plow" manner and are held by rivets.
The fence itself is plain in design and rather cruder in workmanship than the rest
of the plane. It is simply moulded and crudely dressed with what appear to be
shallow gouge cuts that produce a ripply surface. A wooden depth stop of the usual
pattern, also retained by'a thumbscrew, is another feature of Dave's benchmark tool.
Tracings of the fence profile and the wedge and a sketch of the chamfering (exaggerated) are supplied. Anyone owning a Taft plane is asked to make comparisons.
This is perhaps the earliest recorded instance of an American plane making partnership.
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THE
TRANSITIONAL AND HETALLIC PLANE INFORMATION

GEOR3 MULLER PATENT

ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

APERICAN MANUFACTURING CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Arnold Peterson has found a handled
beech jack plane, 16t"long. The plane is
Fred Bair Jr. and other members are in
equipped with a cutter adjustment and lockthe possession of iron bench planes identical
ing mechanism as shown in a patent granted
to those manufactured by the. Boston Metallic
to Georg Muller of N.Y.C. on May 29, 1866
Plane Co. (see P-TAMPIA, p. 152, Fig. 182a).
(No. 5c,207). See drawing and specificaHowever
, the designs on the lever caps vary.
tions on the next pages That date, along
Some
have
a star design and others have the
with the name EXCELSIOE, is stamped on the
shield
shown
as
in Fig. 182b. The handles
cutter. EXCELSIOR is no clue to the manuare of rosewood rather than beech as found
facturer because this term was used by sevon most Boston Metallic Plane Co. planes.
eral plane and other tool manufacturers to
The most interesting feature is the
denote excellence, etc. (It is interesting
cutters are stamped AYERICAN MFG. CO. in
to note that Webster's Dictionary states
arched letters over PHILA., all in caps with
that this is a New York state motto.)
heavy
serifs. This name has never turned up
In the specifications for this design,
on any previous listinps.
Muller refers to his earlier "patent of
It is your editor's opinion that this
October 92 1865". His memory was a little
Philadelphia company bought the existing
off because this patent was actually issued
inventory of planes from the Boston Metallic
on October 10, 1865 (No. 50,378).
Plane Co. when it abruptly ceased operations
At the time of his first patent Muller
early
in 187h. We have no information on the
was a resident of San Francisco, Calif.,
American Mfg. Co. Hopefully some interested
and he spelled his name George Mullear.
member in the Philadelphia area will survey
Soon after the 1865 patent was issued, he
removed to N.Y.C., possibly to locate someone that city's business directories, c. 18711
80, which may reveal the street address and
to finance and/or manufacture planes of his
officers of this company.
design. After moving to N.Y.C. he dropped
the e from George and the a from Mullear,
i.e. now Georg Muller. However, to add more
confusion, note that the spelling is Mueller
on the drawing of his 1866 patent.
On October 26, 1869, Muller, still of
N.Y.C., was granted another patent (No. 96,
258) for an improvement on his 1866 design.
At this date he finally settled on the
George Muller spelling.
Those members who have Bill Hilton's
Patent Index may want to make a note -nn
page 7.. Patents #50,378 and #55,207 and
#96,258 were issued to the same individualGeorg - Muller.
We would like to hear about any other
planes that incorporate any of Muller's
three designs.
BOYCE'S PATENT
The illustration on the right is from
the Scientific American for March 30, 1878.
This patent featured a metallic lining and
was granted to J.B. Boyce on February 5,
1878 (No. 199,956). Obviously he was•
inspired by Tidey's patent (P-TAMFIA.
, pp,
117-118) and in turn influenced both David
Bridges and John Gage.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
11E013: MOLLER, OF NEW VOIDC, N.Y., ASSIGNOR TO
J08141'11 JIANG, OF SANE 1'141134.
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IMPROVEMENT IN CARPENTERS' PLANES.
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Ilaving described my 'ovenI ion,vt hat 1elates',
soul demise to /welt' c Ity Letters Patent, is—
The sii.thig box E, allIs chitailvItig • screw
1tit ntl
keel price•pi eCe 1,, in cAnatbluation
wills ilia cap plate D nut bit 0, together a ith
placing the same (is the throat a, or forwent
tool of the plasse•slock, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth a114.I .1
il el..
In teat{
3. tateteof I have hesemsto *at
my algimitire
(114)1t0 1101.133t.
11/Itut mess
Ilmsne J. Hums,

PRICE LIST.

Dear Editor,
A Syracuse dealer recently found in Ohio,
extremely
in
dirty condition, a plane that
looked exactly like a Gage, except that there
were no maker's marks. It is a 15" jack plane,
2 7/8" wide and le high, with a 2" cutter.
I dismantled it completely and made the
following comparison with a genuine Gage:
The cutter is very thin, only 1/16" thick
compared to Gage's approximately 3/16" or a
little less. The handle and knob are not of
mahogany but of some wood that seems to have
been stained black. The round casting under
the handle is identical, bearing the same
on the bottom. There is a "D" and an
cast into the cap iron, and an "X" cast into
the throat mechanism. The Gage adjusting
screws are machined and knurled; those on the
imitation have a fluted edge. The letters "F"
and "S" appear separately on the back of the
cutter.
To sum up, this was a job which had been
cheapened at almost every step but looked
enough like a Gage to fool the unwary. There
is not question of its being a modern reproduction, as the cutter is thoroughly rusted.
i spent several hours cleaning it and the
dealer, who is not knowledgeable about planes,
raid he had also taken off the worst of the
dirt. It was found with a number of planes
of varying quality, all in the same condition.
Seth Burchard
Your editor has never observed one of
these Gage copies. Anyone having data which
may identify the manufacturer is urged to
Send it along.

PE131t17.A.RY 15t12, 1876.
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Bailey Wriagiai gaehine gompany,
,40 Sole Agents, per,

11°' Se Charabers
1876 Pocket Catalog for Defiance Bench Planes

This nice reproduction is available from
Kendall Bassett, leo5 58th St., N.I., Tacoma,
Wash. 981122. 500 plus a S.A.S.E. is required.
That is a bargain for a copy of such a
rare
catalog.

STANLEY FURRING PLANE

The Amateur's Plane.
very iiseliti Plane for all kinds

This is
small work.

of

The cutter is I inch wide, slut

the Andy of the Pan.. whieh 3. node of iron.
is 4 inches lung.
the cutter,

no

The awhile 3.. attached to

that It ran Is: reosoeed from ths

Plans. ;aid need as 3 Clainel.
PRICE, 7:I cents; ponaste. I

ets.

Has any member ever seen one of these
planes with a handled cutter?? Illustration
is from an 1 2 aoodnow & Wiehtman (Boston)
Tool Catalogue.

A new Tool for preparing lumber as it comes roughly sawed from
the
mill, to remove the fur and grit before using a smooth Plane.
The construction of the Bottom is such that it will accomplish this
very rapidly.
No. 340. 10 in. long, 2 in. cutter.
Each. Si .6.5

Offered by Stanley from 190c. thru 191 7.
This was patent No. 721,777 issued to
Jefferson Allen of Kennebunkport, Maine on
March 3, 1903.
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ANOTHER. VARIATION CF THE FA:ICUS CAGE 3ROALS=LES `17-.AT

;•i.I2ELY

C

185-19CC

Will you try a Gage Self-Setting Plane?
NEW

SELF-SETPING PLANE.
(sEcrioNAL VIEW.)

GatleToof
Company
VINICLAN 1.11.4
Where dialers cannot supply our Self-Setting Planes we will, on
receipt of list price, send them subject to 30 days' trial, all charges
prepaid by us.
If, after trying them, they do not give you perfect satisfaction and
are not worth twice what you paid for them, or, if for any reason whatever
you prefer your money to the planes, return them at our expense and we
will cheerfully refund the entire amount sent us.
If you are not acquainted with us, we refer you to The Vineland
National Bank; The Tradesmens Bank, Vineland, N. J. ; John Simkins, Postmaster, Vineland, N. J. ; L. W. Gould, Hardware Dealer, Vineland, N. J.
The Merchants' Loan & Trust Co., Chicago, Ill., or to your own banker who
probably has a commercial report at hand.

GAGE TOOL CO.,

Vineland, 2V. J.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER
1 VliD 1, 14..UNI••••-••••

JOHN GLOVER, Contractor and Builder,
1'. 0. Box OS, SHELTON, CONN.
Shelton, Conn., Nov. 5, 1896.

GAGE TOOL CO.,
Dear Sirs:

Please send me the following numbers of your planes.
I have had
one for a few years and my men think they can't be beat .
They say they
can sharpen theirs and then sharpen mine, and they have to sharpen theirs

71A/C) OR
3
3

THREE

Planes

No.

t t

I t

771107E43 BEFORE

MINE IS DULL.

$4.50
21
313.50.
11
3.50
10.50.
t i
1
3 1-2
3.50
3.50.
Also 1 extra Number for all the above 3.85.
1
t t
t t
4
6
No. 41-2
.55.
i t
4 C
1 4
4 C
4
1
.50.

I enclose check for the same.
I have five houses in process
completion, with the expectation of more.

of

JOHN GLOVER,
VII —2 —22

SHELTON, CONN.

